PGcoin (PGC) - TOKEN SALE POLICY
.
1. PAYMENTS
The Company shall accept payments only from registered accounts below for PGcoin Token
purchase.
The Company accepts payment via bank transfer, cheque or cash in both Fiat Currencies or
payment by credit card and BTC, ETH and BCH
By Credit Card payment:
www.pgcoin.tech
By BTC and ETH:

Bitcoin
bc1q7ecvgku9f9yglakme5su7fglxlzex8rzxqzdl3
Ethereum
0xA66a2c8107c56aB5D4617Cc3DA7d5cF0317B1ACE
Bitcoin Cash
qrv0tykpvzau5kcex52a5xuugv8rfnkf8cek9vl3a6

PGcoin token contract address is: 0x41c63bf8fe81709aa6c4795eab85e41fd067bf26
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual representations, warranties and
agreements contained in this Agreement, and for other good and valuable consideration,
the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Company and Purchaser
hereby agree as follows:
2. DELIVERY OF TOKENS
a.
Provided that Purchaser has provided a token delivery wallet address and the
personal information, the Company will deliver the quantity of Tokens purchased by
Purchaser within 24 hours of the purchase date. For the avoidance of doubt, any
such extension shall not affect the obligation of Company and the Purchaser to
make and take delivery, respectively, of the Tokens purchased.
b.

Purchased tokens will be sent into the Purchaser’s digital wallet where the
Purchaser has the right to utilize his/her tokens.

c.

Purchase, ownership, receipt, or possession of Tokens carries no rights, express or
implied, other than the right to use such Tokens as a means to participate, interact
or transact on the Company’s platform and ecosystem, if successfully completed and
deployed.

d.

In particular, Purchaser understands and accepts that Tokens do not represent or
confer ownership right or stake, share, security, or equivalent rights, or any right to
receive future revenue shares, intellectual property rights or any other form of
participation in or relating to the and its corporate affiliates, other than any rights
relating to the provision and receipt of services from Company, subject to limitations
and conditions in this Agreement. The Tokens are not intended to be a digital
currency, security, commodity, or any kind of financial instrument.

3. ELIGIBILITY
a. Purchaser will be subjected to “Know your customer” (KYC) verification and
security checks by agreeing to provide the required personal information, including
name, date of birth, NIRC, address, etc. and provide any requested identity
verification documents requested by the Company.
b. Purchaser must have an Ethereum wallet that supports the ERC-20 standard in order
to receive any Tokens purchased from Company. Company reserves the right to
prescribe additional guidance regarding specific wallet requirements.
4. CANCELLATION
All Token purchases from the Company are final. There are No refunds or cancellations.
Company reserves the right to refuse or cancel Token purchase requests at any time in its
sole discretion.
5. ACKNOWLDGEMENT AND ASSUMPTION OF RISKS
Purchaser acknowledges and agrees that there are risks associated with purchasing Tokens,
owning Tokens, and using Tokens for the provision or receipt of services on Company. By
purchasing tokens, purchaser expressly acknowledges and assumes these risks.
6. GOVERNING LAW
These Terms and Conditions and any Dispute or claim arising out of or in connection with
their subject matter or formation (including non-contractual disputes and claims) shall be
governed by and construed in accordance with Singapore Law. Any Dispute between the
Parties arising out or relating to these Terms and Conditions that is not subject to arbitration
hereof will be resolved in Singapore courts, and the Parties irrevocably agree that Singapore
courts shall have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any such Dispute or claim.
7. DISCLAIMER
Please consult your professional financial, tax, and investment advisors before making any
purchase of Tokens. The content provided is meant for informational purposes only. It
should be supplemented with factual verification and independent research.

